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QUESTION 1

Your company has evaluated NetApp SaaS Backup for Microsoft Office 365 with a trial account. In the evaluation
period, you used Amazon S3 that was provided by SaaS Backup as the destination for your backup. After evaluation,
your company decided to use Bring Your Own Storage (BYOS) as a backup destination. You determine that none of
your previous data is showing up. 

What caused this problem? 

A. During the change from evaluation to licensed, the access token expired. 

B. Changing the destination to BYOS did not migrate the data. 

C. When upgrading from trial to licensed, data was not preserved. 

D. Upgrading from evaluation to licensed reset your SaaS Backup account. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are the administrator for your company\\'s public cloud infrastructure. Your Cloud Volumes ONTAP systems are
working properly, ensuring that all users can access the data services that the system provides. Performance and health
data Is not being reported to NetApp for support. You want to ensure 

that Cloud Volumes ONTAP can send AutoSupport messages to NetApp. 

In this scenario, which routing and firewall policy must be configured to ensure proper access to ActivelQ? 

A. outbound access to SMTP actlveIQ.netapp.com 

B. outbound access to HTTP/HTTPS mysupport.netapp.com 

C. bidirectional access to HTTP/HTTPS mysupport.netapp.com 

D. outbound access to HTTP/HTTPS activeIQ.netapp.com 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are provisioning SMB or dual-protocol shares in Cloud Volumes Service-In this scenario, what Active Directory
information must be provided? 

A. gateway IP address 

B. DNS server IP address 

C. NIS server IP address 

D. DHCP server IP address 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the difference between a mirror and a backup replication policy? 

A. Mirror replication policies can retain more Snapshot copies at the destination than at the source. 

B. Backup replication policies are faster than mirror replication policies. 

C. Backup replication policies can retain more Snapshot copies at the destination than at the source. 

D. Mirror replication policies are faster than backup replication policies. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company has multiple AWS accounts. Including AWS child accounts. Your company wants to use Cloud Insights
to monitor the accounts. 

According to NetApp documentation, what is the recommended deployment method in this scenario? 

A. Deploy one acquisition unit and one data collector. 

B. Deploy one acquisition unit and multiple data collectors. 

C. Deploy multiple acquisition units and one data collector. 

D. Deploy one acquisition unit and one data collector per child account. 

Correct Answer: C 
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